
I am looking at the front page of a newspaper. The main article is about the two daughter of two young actress. The daughter are already grown up and I focus on one with sharp teeth. I first think that they have been cut that way but then realize that they have been turned forty five degrees. 

I am walking up and down a platform waiting for a train. As it finally arrives I walk inside but get pushed by a guy who wants a seat. There are plenty and I seat in front of him and next to a girl who has a fake ticket. As the controller arrives she walks away and comes back with a deer head.

I am in a car with my former American director. We are actually crossing an American city and there is a lot traffic. I then pretend that it is very beautiful and quote an old architect praising modernism. We actually reach an old fashion pub and I get off the car to join my former students inside.

I am in an industrial area with my girlfriend and see a guy transporting with a small truck the metal pieces I have ordered for my installation. I then run after it and get two of them to test whether they fit inside one another. As I do so the truck turns back and drives fast towards my girlfriend.

I am in a room waiting with an art historian to meet his director. We are supposed to eat pancakes together but an old secretary comes to inform us that she is still in the middle of a meeting. I then tell her that the art historian is not interested in the pancakes but in the secretary's body. 

I am in our Dutch house with my girlfriend's brother. He is about to leave but then decide to set up a photo frame. He is very quick in cutting a large piece of paper to put behind a poster I found upstairs. He doesn't need my help and I realize that his wife is still in the bathroom poohing.

I am getting out of a big airport and walk fast in front of other passengers. As I am about to go down a staircase I pass next to three guys on wheelchairs. The first one tells me that I am not allowed to walk in front of them and I just follow him down the staircase trying to keep behind.

I am in my son Swedish villa and he shows me a problem with the electricity underneath the pavement. I then tell his mother that I will be staying there for a whole week and I can try to look into the issue but she tells me that since I stay so long I rather start painting the walls for her.

I am in a pub seating with some friends when two bad looking guys come in. One of them starts boxing against my shoulder but I just let him be. As I decide to go up to face him I realize that his friends have some old pictures of me on the table and that they must be there to kidnap me.

I am watching a movie of a girl in a public toilette getting her t-shirt off. She then starts making her breast wet but lets the water run out on the floor. She makes the entire bathroom flooded and other girls are kept inside with her. I then realize that she did it on porpoise to have them close.

I am walking on a road on top of a mountain and see an abandoned hut on top of a hill. I then think it would be the perfect place where to build my installation but then keep walking and realize that there is a dirty forest behind it. It leads to a village where a man asks me if I drink wine.

I am inside an apartment with some kids and realize that there mother is coming home. I don't even know them and jump down the staircase to make it outside but meet the mother at the entrance. I want to go out but she asks me if I go to church in the morning. I don't but she does.

I am running on the edge of my native village and reach an area filled with new villas. I don't like them but as I run forward I realize that they are placed in small clusters and that they are the replica of the old villages destroyed by the war. At the end I find the ruins of a village not yet rebuilt.

I am walking to my mountain neighbours and hear that they are doing some work in their house. I then go inside to check and see that they are plowing the ground even indoor. In another room my neighbour is cultivating beautiful white flowers growing from the ceiling and downward.

I am in a living room with my relatives and my uncle asks me why I haven't talked to him after his surgery. I then pretend not to have heard of it and he shows me how they had to cut the fingers of his right foot due to a lung complication, As I talk to one of his sons I notice he can barely walk.

I am in front of a cave where the twin kids of my Dutch neighbours are playing with their friends. They actually have a big projection inside but they don't let me in and tell me to watch it on an old TV screen outside. I then do so and realize that they are just playing an old video-game. 

I am in my mountain apartment when I listen to a message that my neighbours' son sent me. He is saying that I am not happy that I have invited a French girl to my apartment without informing them. The latter is actually my tenant in my city apartment and I offered her to stay only briefly.

I am in a shop with my sister and her family. As we stand still checking some home supplies I get a phone call from an old cousin. I have already being avoiding her for a long time and tell this to my sister but realize that she might have heard me. I then ask my sister for her phone to call her.

I am reading an essay about a bloody revolution turning into a civil war. I am shocked about the violence and believe that it relates to an event occurred a few centuries ago but the double check the date and realize that it happened just one year before I was born. I then realize I am getting old.

I am on the side of a field watching my best friend competing with a horse. It is actually raining but he went really fast we are waiting for the result when a cloud of crowds come down from the sky. I then realize that it could be a bad omen and I go to search for a Chinese man to interpret it.

I am in a restaurant seating on a long table with my mother at my left and my dead grandfather on the right. We are eating her gluten free bread when she explodes and tells my grandfather that I wrote a resignation letter. I then tell her to calm down and that there were political reasons.

I am in a small classroom trying to talk to a Swedish artist friend but he is talking to some girls. The latter are learning to program so that they can become university teachers. As I decide to leave I realize that my Dutch neighbour is also there and he is correcting the programs they write.

I am in the entrance of my Venetian apartment condominium and ring the doorbell. I announce one of my tenants that I have just arrived and she tells me to come upstairs. I only stay at the door but see that the other tenants are still in bed. I anyway warn them to sign the rental agreement.

I am attending a meeting with the mountain community that should allow the building of my installation. As I enter a smaller room an old man walks outside pushing me. He then goes alone to the top of a mountain while some musicians arrive and we start dancing traditional songs.

I am seating at a cafe with the American president and two rich Afghans. They promised us that they have the situation is under control even though their country is under turmoil.  We then go to a general meeting with other presidents and the American presidents keeps me as his advisor.

I am in ashram eating plumbs from some small trees without leaves. I actually hear one of my spiritual friend's lovers making an appointment with an old lesbian woman. I then tell my friend and we set our hammocks in the corridor where they are supposed to meet blocking the access.

I am in the kitchen of an artist in residency and talk to two guys who have just made a new video-game. I then tell my son who goes to check it and starts playing it. It is the new release of a famous character who can only walk but one of the makers shows my son how to make it fly,

I am about to go out with the girlfriend of my Russian friend. She has very fancy shoes but I also wear some special shoes I got after exhibiting in a museum. She is really impressed but I cannot close the zipper of one of the shoes. As she tries to fix it she finds that my name is engraved on it.

I am in a car at night discussing with my spiritual friend seating in the back where to go hike. As he wants to drive up the mountains inland I hear a voice coming from the passenger seat. It is actually a woman who doesn't want to come with us and I tell her to get off and that she is free to go.

I am in an empty restaurant helping my dead grandfather to get up. I first put his shoes on but realize that they are all worn out. He seems very weak but once I pull him up he starts walking very fast through a side of the restaurant I never visited. He actually shows me a way to go around it.

I am in a modern art museum where a contemporary artist is underpaying some people to do research for his next show. He shows me a big room where these people are working in pair. On one corner each of them get one pork stake every day. The stake comes up in a glass tube that cooks it.

I am at a barber with a young girl cutting my hairs. She is actually much better than her boss and makes a very nice cut on the sides but when she starts cutting the top of my hairs she suddenly stops. I wish I could know her language to tell continue but only paying I realize she Argentinian.

I am in the back garden of our mountain apartment shoveling snow. I actually hear two of my neighbours inside talking bad about me. I first think they cannot see me but they are looking straight at me through the door glass. My girlfriend is also inside decorating the bedroom walls with snow.

I am in the small workshop of an art school listening to an American ceramic teacher. He is actually instructing me on how to activate the kiln and I try to take notes but miss out as to when to turn the switch on before I can use it. He then explains the procedure again but for another kiln. 

I am in my Dutch house going upstairs to get a mannequin for my old friends to shoot. They are actually waiting for me in the garden but I hear them shooting and see that one of them has managed to get a plastic bullet stuck in a small cloud. We then wait for it to fall down and at last it does.

I am in the parking lot below my Venetian apartment setting up a tent to spend the night there. A neighbour comes to show me the house they have rented. It is very big with many old rooms but it leads to my parents brand new practice. She knocks the door to visit them but I run away.

I am driving at night with a lot of rain and finally reach my Dutch house. I then realizes that I left a friend behind but see that he is waiting under the rain in the garden wearing a glittering purple jacket. He actually took my mail and I see him leaving with a scooter he must have borrowed. 

I am outside an industry with a friend and position three thin metal bars on top of some very big pipes. I then tell my friend that I wish to do the training to be able to weld such big pipes. As he doesn't hear me I talk inside one of the pipes. It makes a good echo and I start playing with it.

I am inside my small son's room and see my mountain neighbour trying to enter the garden of a rich family with his tractor. The arm is sticking out and hits the rock of a big fountain removing the water pipes. The rich family boy comes out to jell at my neighbour but his sister tells him off.

I am in the German house of a friend and he shows me the houses around. They are all modern but I realize that on the streets there are still the ruins of the houses that stood there before the bombing. He then shows me that a few of them are still intact and I realize that they are beautiful.

I am in the park near our Dutch house and notice two kids standing on a seesaw. It actually breaks and I enter the house of a neighbour to tell her what just happened. I see the kids again and I take one by the ears but the neighbour asks me to come inside to discuss a plan to solve the issue.

I am walking through a high school when a black kid tosses the ball towards me. I then manage to toss it back in the air making it fall perfectly back on his feet. He then throws it among other students and I run to it managing to catch it again. This time I keep dribbling through the crowd,

I am in a city with my Polish friend and two other friends walking ahead of us. I actually manage to follow them but as soon as my friend takes the lead we loose them. I then try to call their name but it is now dark and we ended up outside the old city walls. The street is steep and I can't stop. 

I am at a dinner with my Dutch neighbours and give a speech. The neighbour next to me also give a speech in reply to my speech and I feel very content. I think he said something positive about what I said but the neighbour on my other side tells me that it was in fact quite negative.

I am on a cruise traveling to the north pole and I see it departing the northern coast. There is actually a giant rock broken in pieces and I realize it is a giant ruin depicting a lion. As I fiend the piece with the head the boat starts circumnavigating a melted iceberg. It then drives on top of it.

I am with my stepfather in a restaurant and we search for a place where to seat down. He wants to discuss with me why I decided to break up with his family and seats next to some girls. I then imagine him setting off with all his moralizing and tell him we have to find somewhere more private.

I am in a hotel room and suddenly wake up. I then check the time and realize that it is nighttime. I am afraid I cannot fall asleep and just start watching some television. There is actually a movie about a naked woman in bed and suddenly I hear my girlfriend saying that she already watched it.

I am walking with two old friends on top of a valley with a wild river below it. As we turn up to the mountain on our side the forest becomes so thick that we cannot see anymore. One of my friends starts to panic but I turn on the light of my phone and we reach the inside of a woman apartment.

I am in our Dutch house and see a young artist seating on the sidewalk on the opposite side of the road. I then put in a pencil box all my favourite drawing pens and bring it out for him as a present. He is very delighted and stand up to hug me. I am going abroad but he wants to see me again.

I am in a car with a rock band and park in front of a club with the door in the shape of a cross. We are supposed to play there and some students girls are very excited to see me but I realize that our main singer is dead. The organizers shows me a coffin where to display him during the concert.

I am with my girlfriend entering a big restaurant inside a renovated wooden barn. I then realize how little imagination they had in decorating the place and imagine a big owl with a rat in his mouth drawn on top of the entrance overlooking the inside but a waitress comes to take our orders.

I am walking with a group of students up a metal staircase and I jump to see that it is well built. Two American students get angry but I keep on jumping. As I enter inside I test the walls jumping against them with my head and reach a teacher who shows me the text book of her master course.

I am in a small apartment with my Polish friend and I try to apologize with him for having quit our friendship. I explain that it is because he came to represent academics that I hate so much. He doesn't seem to accept my apologize and tells me to get back all the boxes of stones we collected.

I am at a party with my old friends. The former girlfriend of one of them is telling me where she lives and I tell her that her former neighbour is also living there. As I show her on my phone where the latter lives a friend passes in front of her and almost fall. He then accuses her to have done so.

I am outside a modern villa with my daughter. It is surrounded by the hills and she tries to throw a big boomerang. She doesn't manage and I want to show her how to do it. I then take it straight up and I am about to throw it with all my force but then realize that it might turn back and hit her.

I am biking through a big art fair and see some girls bathing with their clothes along a small river. There is no bike path there and I try to go to the opposite side but there are many old homosexual couples trying to flirt with me. I finally reach a bigger river and follow a path in a beautiful valley.

I am seating with my daughter in the back of an expensive sport car. It was rented by two Italian men and as they arrive at a parking lot of a gas station they fold the car in two. We are actually still inside but I don't worry and just tell them that my daughter understands their northern accent. 

I am in our Dutch house ready to go out with my daughter to play football. My oldest son is also visiting and I call him to come along but he does not answer. I then realize that he is in the bathroom throwing a firework out of the window. It gets stuck on the window making sparkles inside.

I am driving on a straight road to a village down the mountains. I start recognize the road and realize that the GPS has always brought me in and out of it when I could have driven straight. The landscape is also much more beautiful and I look at a lake with a white castle on the opposite side.

I am with my spiritual friend walking in my son's Swedish city. He actually tells me how the art museum there is setting up a series of exhibition based on the kind of art I am doing. As he suggests me to contact them I keep staring at a new black building with small red LED lights shinning. 

I am walking with my architect on the property where I am building my installation and show him how I have moved the wooden fence to the forest edge. As we walk along it we reach the ruins of an ancient temple. Inside there is a vending machine and I use a mug to drink sparkling water. 

I am watching an advertisement about a German ski resort. I realize that with climate change it is a much better option to ski there than in an Italian resort. The advertisement shows a man skiing with a transparent umbrella. He goes really fast down even though he wears cross country skies.

I am on the first floor of a shop and get in the elevator to go down. The door suddenly closes with the stroller and my daughter on it inside. I then try to call the elevator back up but it just goes from the second to the ground floor. I actually see my daughter trying to get out of the stroller.

I am on top of a Swedish mountain with my ex wife. There is actually a lot of people and it is quite warm despite being in the middle of the winter. There is still some light and I want to see the sun setting. I then try to reach the very top but it is all smooth and there are big clouds all around.

I am visiting a design fair and enter a small pavilion. Some young students have designed a small bathroom and I notice that the shower curtain is used to keep rolls of toilette paper. The result is not so good but the idea is nice. As I am going out I also see water bottles shaped like women.

I am in a room with my uncle seating on a wheelchair. He is actually trying to convince me to sign a certificate that claims that I have commenced the building of my installation without authorizations. I then realize that he is talking on behalf of a right wing politician and get angry with him.

I am in a cafe with my girlfriend and she tells me that one of my old friends just bought a big villa. She can actually see on her phone the pictures of him and his wife in the villa and asks me if I also want to see them. I then lie to her and say that I already saw them but I am just not interested.

I am in an open air museum with other artists who have already installed their works. I then check with the curator what space is available for me and he shows me that there is only a side of a wall left. I don't mind that it is too close to other works but it is too narrow to fit my own.

I am in in our Albanian pianist friend villa waiting for our kids to join a classic ballet lesson. I actually get a reminder on my phone that I have to take my daughter to judo. I then manage to text my girlfriend who is bringing her by car and sneak out of the villa to meet them and turn back.

I am with a friend on top of a big rock and he finds that there is a shelter built underneath it. I actually don't want to go inside as there is anyway a nearby cafe where we can go but he gets in. I then follow him and find that he is making coffee but I decide to only drink hot water. 

I am with an American guy driving on a dirt road through a forest. As I explain to him that I grew up in a place with a lot of dirt roads and I am very used to drive on them I almost drive in a puddle and have to stir suddenly to the right where there is an house with an old ice-cream cart.

I am standing next to a lake with two dogs next to me. They are the same race but one of them seems friendlier and I start to pet him. I then realize that he is fully black while the other is more like a German shepherd. The black one wants to play more and I just throw a stick far in the water.

I am hiking with a friend in an island and try to reach a town down the coast. I then take the lead and follow a path that becomes increasingly smaller and actually takes us on top of the island mountain. I feel very afraid to fall but we at last reach a cottage where we even find cookies to eat.

I am in an hotel room with my girlfriend and I show her the list of people I have slept with. I am also very impressed but realize that I am working as a prostitute and have sex against my will. My girlfriend then suggests me that I should wear a condom but I tell her that it is not an option. 

I am walking up a hill in front of a group of students. My stepfather is leading them and he actually tells them to stop at a small hardware shop to pee. I then continue further to the foot of a mountain covered in snow. There are more students going up and I manage to run in front of them.

I am carrying a pillar up a road and reach a military truck. There is a group of fascists inside and among them is their great leader. I then tell them to test my strength by throwing me some big rocks and see if I can catch them. As they prepare them to do so I tell him to throw his great leader.

I am in a living room watching television and realize that I can use the remote control to take characters outside it. I then try with a woman who immediately comes to seat with me. I check the remote control again and find a button for her to become more erotic and I press it to the highest.

I am walking with my oldest son outside of his country house and reach an old wooden farm. As we keep on walking we realize that the other half is identical but fully reproduced with cement. The area is all fenced but we find a path along a beautiful river running down a small canyon. 

I am in a mall and see that a teacher is showing his students how I walk. I pretend not to see them and keep walking trying to be elegant. As I am about to cross the road in front of them I suddenly start jumping around as if I was schizophrenic and wonder how the teacher could explain that.

I am with my Italian architect working on the field of my installation. There are also two Romanian workers helping us out with a small caterpillar. As I look at the architect bringing a rock up from a cave one of the workers tells me that he should not be there as they are dumping stones there. 

I am in a small clinic and ask to check my head after falling. The owner is actually leaving and I tell his wife about my stepfather working as a doctor nearby. I actually get called by another doctor who wants a lot of money for me only to wear an helmet that vibrates but doesn't remove my pain.

I am seating on a road with an ugly woman playing a table game. Her breast is hanging and the more I touch it the more money she steals from the game for me. I then try to hide them from other players who are actually using their money to scavenge old bike parts from the neighborhood.

I am in a Portuguese city trying to photograph the moon behind the belfry of the royal palace. As the moon disappears I only manage to photograph the artificial light underneath it but notice a mosaic at the palace entrance. I then start examine it and see that the background is made of silver.

I am in a church with some of my high school classmates. We are standing in the very back waiting for the mass to begin and we start to synchronize different ritualistic movements. There is actually a nice girl next to me and we get to hug and kiss as part of the synchronized movements. 

I am on the side of a road with the trunk of my car open throwing old sweaters in a container when two Afghans come by. I then ask them if they want any of the sweaters and one of them recognizes that they are Italian. He then tells me that they made it up north through the Italian peninsula.

I am seating in an empty square with a group of people meditating in a circle. Our teacher puts a slice of apple in my mouth and I hold it but realize too late that I have to split it in order to show that I reject any form of pleasures. I then suggest that we should retreat into a frozen landscape.

I am in the my Norwegian friend's garden. We are actually getting ready to spend the evening in the island in front of the villa and I help his Japanese wife to roll the carpets of old grass so that we ca use it to make fire when we get there. In my opinion it is too wet but she tells me it is fine.

I am in a museum and see the photograph of a text a Swedish artist wrote about my work. The picture is actually too tilted to read it but then I see that there is a digital version available. I read it on my phone and find that the text starts with a kind tone but then turns harsh on my work.

I am in a university attending a course without being registered as a student. The organizers of another course walks out of their classroom and invite me to attend their lesson. They then explain that they pick their students as soon as they are in a trajectory with the door of their classroom.

I am at a small party and see a guy kissing my girlfriend's cheek. He keeps his lips on her face and I realize that he is trying to make out with her. I first divide them but then decide to beat him up. I actually don't recognize his face so well and just beat one guy and then see him leaving.

I am seated on a bench in a square with a nice girl next to me. She actually stands up to go to a public toilette and an homeless immediately takes her place. I then lie to him and tell him that I am holding the seat for my girlfriend. As he leaves my Russian friend arrives and I let him stand.

I am in my Venetian apartment cooking when my English tenant tries to get a small plastic spoon. She then holds under hot water with what I believe to be dish soap. I tell her that it is already clean but I realize that she is just warming up the food of her baby and that she is deaf.

I am with my spiritual friend selecting pictures for a presentation. I know there are some missing and start looking back at the pictures from when we were students together. I am looking for one where I am wearing a computer but only find pictures of us having parties with Polish girls.

I am in an airport waiting to board a flight to an Asian country when my oldest son and his mother also join me. The latter checks our tickets and realizes that the destination of our flight is the Chinese city where there was recently an epidemic. We then try to leave but we can no longer do so.

I am with my best friend training with a German coach. He wants us to slide on a gym where they just put a layer of ice on the floor. My friend then wears some skates but I keep my sleepers on and go quite fast. As I manage to show off in front of the coach I realize I am going the wrong way.

I am in a school checking a group of young students getting professional help to build websites. A Mexican student actually publish his in a book and I start looking through it. One page is a candy and I start eating it but he wants his book back and I go to his room to eat up his candies.

I am in a library looking for a philosophy book when I see a girl reading one. As I approach her to read the title I realize that it is based on a big sculpture that she is reading. I then comment that it must be boring but then ask her to suggest me another title based on my favourite authors. 

I am in an amusement park with my son but he wants to keep it inside one building. I then go out alone to explore other buildings. They are old movie sets and I try to approach an old castle but there is a cart race on a small path. I try to cross it but an organizer tells me that it is not allowed.

I am getting in my house when I see my Dutch neighbour celebrating a party with the other neighbours. I then realize that we did not invite his family to our party and I go upstairs to tell my girlfriend. As I do so a guest from our neighour enters through a door in the wall I have never seen.

I am laying in a bed with my old Costa Rican girlfriend. We just made love but I came way too quickly and I only remember having felt her big bubs on my chest. I then get curious to touch them but as I am about to do so I realize that she could have a disease and I did not use any protections.


